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1.0 CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE  
 
 Definitions 
 
1.1  For the purposes of this policy the term cyclical maintenance will be defined as 

‘A system of ongoing programmes and inspections of building components or 
installations at planned intervals to ensure that they are adequately maintained’. 

 
1.2 Cyclical maintenance tends therefore to deal with smaller jobs to do with upkeep 

rather than repair unlike planned maintenance, although there can often be a 
repair element included.   

 
1.3  The Cyclical Maintenance Policy covers a 30 year period and has been drawn 

up in conjunction with the Association’s Business Plan 
 
  
 
2.0 EXAMPLES OF CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE 
 
2.1 The following provides examples of the type of work falling into this category: 
 

 Gutter cleaning and unblocking of down pipes 

 Close painting 

 External painterwork 

 Open space maintenance 

 Maintenance of ventilation units Electrical testing 

 Gas servicing 
 

3.0  SERVICE STANDARDS 
 
3.1 Cadder Housing Association is committed to: 
 

 Maintaining a register of all appliances and stock owned by the 
Association and the date the relevant items were last serviced and the due 
date of the next service. 
 

 Reducing the need for resactive repairs and extending the longevity of life 
cycle intervals of planned components through an effective cyclical 
maintenance strategy  

 

 Setting a  5 year cyclical plan and including relevant information on 
quarterly reports to the Management Committee 

 
 



  

 

3.2  The following cycles will be adopted 
 

 Gutters will be inspected and cleaned annually 
 

 Closes and external painterwork will be inspected every 5 years to 
determine if repainting is required or if the improved specification of the 
in-house team will enable the life cycle to be extended. 

 

 Roof extract ventilation units will be services annually 
 

 Electrical installation testing will be carried out in 10 year intervals 
 

 Gas servicing will be carried out annually 
 

 Through floor lifts will have an annual inspection and service annually 
and the Association will keep a copy of the inspection certificate for 
their records. 

 
 
4.0 GAS SAFETY MANAGEMENT  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 Registered Social Landlords are governed by regulations through statute. The 
 primary regulation that landlords are concerned with is The Gas Safety  
 (Installation and Use ) Regulations 1998. These regulations deal with the safe 
 installation, maintenance and use of gas systems, fittings, appliances and flues. 
 The policy therefore adheres to the regulations contents and  recommendations 
 from Gas Safe Register and consultants specialising in gas safety. 
 

The primary regulation that landlords are governed by is Regulation 36, ‘Duties of 
Landlords,’which places important duties on landlords of domestic properties to 
ensure that all gas appliances and flues within these properties are safe to use. 
These are in addition to other duties under the Health and Safety at Work Act 
1974. 

 
4.2 Roles and responsibilities as landlord 
 

Summary of Regulations which apply to landlords are: 
 
4.2.1 Regulation 3, Qualifications and Supervision 
 
 No person shall carry out any regulation work on a gas fitting or storage vessel 
 unless they are competent to do so. 
 



  

 

4.2.2 The contractors approved list for carrying out gas installation work on behalf of 
the Association shall include the following: 

 
Gas Safe Register  registration certificate 
History of work undertaken in last 3 years 
References from social landlords 
Health and Safety Policy 
Quality control procedure 
Training policy 
 

4.2.3 The contractor, if invited to tender for work will be asked to attend a presentation/ 
interview session as part of the selection process. The operatives and 
supervisors who will be allocated to the association will be named, together with 
a profile of each. 
 

4.3. Regulation 4, Duties of Employer 
 
Employer can only issue work to a member of a class of persons approved by 
the Health and Safety Executive. 
 

4.3.1 The Association shall maintain a file for each operative which will include: 
 
Gas Safe Register Registration Card 
Certificates of Competence 
ID Cards 
Records of training 
Records of quality control visits, and any follow up action required 
Toolbox talks 
 

4.3.2 Notification of changes in personnel must be provided by the contractor in 
advance and details of the new operative provided prior to commencing work for 
the Association. 
 

4.4 Quality Control Visits  
 

4.4.1 These shall be programmed and carried out by an independent gas safety 
consultant prior to commencing the contract for the coming financial year. A 
sample of work in progress and work completed shall be inspected, and the 
calibration and quality of the equipment carried by the operative. 
 

4.4.2 The visits will be spread through the year at a date agreed with the Association. 
Joint inspections with the contractor’s supervisors will also be arranged. The 
findings of the inspections will be reported quarterly to the Management 
Committee. Corrective action will be carried out and any training needs 
addressed. Where the findings are more serious then appropriate action is taken 
such as removal of the operative from site. 



  

 

 
4.4.3 The audits will be to 10% of the works orders issued, where the site personnel 

and management team are maintained on site and have a high level of 
satisfaction, this may be dropped to 5% at the discretion of the Technical 
Services Manager. In addition the Association will ask for copies of any quality 
audits that are carried out by the contractor on its work on Association property. 
 

4.5 Customer satisfaction surveys 
 

These will be issued for both reactive repairs and annual servicing of appliances. 
The findings of the surveys will be summarised and reported to the management 
committee on a quarterly basis. Where the findings are not satisfactory 
recommendations will be made for corrective action and agreed at the meeting. 
 
 

4.6 Progress meetings 
 
Progress meetings with staff will be held monthly and quality and customer 
satisfaction reports on gas safety will be discussed. Performance against targets 
will be reported at the meeting.  
 
Quarterly meetings will be held with the contractor, where the statistics will be 
discussed and corrective action, if required agreed.  
 
 

4.7 Regulation 8, Existing Gas Fittings 
 
No person should make any alteration to any premises in which a gas fitting is 
installed if that alteration would adversely affect the safety of the fitting. 
 
No work will be instructed by the Association which will adversely affect the 
safety of the fitting, examples would be: 
 
Lowering chimneys which would alter the draw of exhaust fumes 
Changing the use of a room containing an appliance to sleeping accommodation 
Erection of garage or shed adjacent to a flue outlet 
Fitting gas pipework adjacent to other materials which would result in corrosion 
 

4.8 Regulation 18/2, Safe Use of Pipes 
 
Where pipework is connected to a primary meter the responsible person shall 
ensure main equipotential bonding is in place. 
 
This would be notified to the Association in writing on completion of a new 
installation or alterations to an existing. This information would normally be 
completed on the Gas Safe Register form. The Association would then instruct 



  

 

the electrical contractor to upgrade the existing bonding as required. The 
contractor will provide copies of all updated qualifications of the operatives on 
request. 
 
The inspection of existing bonding shall be carried out at the 10 yearly electrical 
safety tests and as part of the electrical inspection during void works. 

 
4.9 Regulation 22, Testing and Purging Pipes 

 
Where any work is completed on gas installation pipework where the tightness of 
the pipe may be affected, then it must be tested using the appropriate standards. 
 
Records of testing and purging will be recorded on each job line raised which will 
include work affecting installation pipework. 
 
 

4.10 Regulation 26/1, Gas Appliances 
 
No person shall install gas appliances unless it can be used without constituting 
a danger to any person. 
 
The Association will ensure that any appliance they install, or flue to which they 
connect an appliance, is safe for use. Requirements in appendix 1 of the 
Regulations will be met, as applicable and reference made to the appropriate 
standards. Gas Safe Register will be contacted when each new appliance is 
installed providing the date where fitted, and where purchased. This must be 
done within 7 days of the installation. 
 

4.11 Regulation 26/9, Gas Appliances 
 
Where a person performs work on a gas appliance, he shall immediately 
thereafter examine. 
 

  The effectiveness of any flue. 
  The supply of combustion air. 
  Its operation to ensure its safe functioning. 

 
The above will be carried out in conjunction with the manufactures installation 
instructions. This information will be supplied with other details of testing and 
commissioning of the completed installation. 
 

4.12 Regulation 29, Manufacturers Instructions. 
 
All instructions provided by the manufacturer of the appliance installed must be 
left with the consumer. 
 



  

 

The Association will maintain a comprehensive list of Manufacturers Instructions 
in the office and will be included in the pack at the time of signing a new tenancy 
or to the existing tenant where a new appliance is installed. 
 
 

4.13 Regulation 36, Landlords Responsibilities 
 

4.13.1 Landlords must ensure that gas appliances and flues are maintained in a safe 
condition, annual gas safety checks are carried out, and records are kept and 
issued to tenants. 
 

4.13.2 A record in respect of any appliance or flue checked must be completed and 
retained for a period of two years from the date of inspection / service. A copy of 
this record will be given to all tenants within 28 days of the inspection date.  
 

4.13.3 Each of these records will contain relevant information including, but not limited 
to the following: 
 

 Name and address of the association with contact details (24hours) 

 The address where the appliance is installed. 

 The Gas Safe Register  registration number and address of the company who is 
completing the work. 

 Contact details for this company (24 hours) where they are providing emergency 
cover. 

 Records of all checks completed and any defects identified. 

 What parts were replaced, if any and why. 

 Results of any tightness test. 

 Flue flow and spillage results. 

 Ventilation checks. 

 Appliance operating pressure. 

 All safety controls operating correctly. 

 Appliance safe to use. 

 The date the inspection was completed. 

 Tenants or tenants representative signature. 

 The operatives name, printed and with signature. 
 

4.13.4 In addition to the above, a list of all repair work completed for the appliance will 
be held on the maintenance history file for that property. The document will state 
that the requirements of 26/9 have been met. 
 

4.13.5 Tenants appliances will be inspected for safety during the visit and noted on the 
inspection sheet. A common appliance would be a gas cooker. Common faults 
are the absence of gas stability brackets. The tenant will be notified in writing. 
 
 

 



  

 

4.13.6 Gaining Access for Safety Inspections 
 
It is imperative that all properties where gas appliances are installed are visited 
and inspected for safety. There will be occasions, despite repeated attempts to 
gain access the contractor will fail carry out the service. The contractor and 
association will carry out the following procedure to gain access. 
 
 
 

Tenant Notification Timescale Responsibility 

Contractor  / Cadder 
draws up programme at 
pre start meeting. 

At least two months 
prior to commencement 
of programme. 

Contractor / Cadder 

Tenants carded with 
date from programme. 

1st visit 8 weeks prior to 
expiry of certificate. 

Contractor 

After 1st no access a 
postcard is left with the 
tenant with contact 
number to re-arrange 
access date  Cadder 
H.A is emailed 
immediately by 
contractor to inform that 
there was no access. 
Letter sent by Cadder 
H.A to confirm no 
access on first visit. 
 

2nd visit no later than 7 
weeks before due 
service date  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contractor 

After 2nd no access 
contractor advises 
Cadder H.A by email 
that there was no 
access. Letter sent by 
Cadder H.A to confirm 
no access on second 
visit. 
 

This is now on hold with 
the contractor who 
awaits our instructions 

Cadder HA 

After 7 days if no 
contact from tenant 
arrange forced access 
with contractor and 
letter tenant with access 
date (7 days notice). 
 
 

Final visit within 3 
weeks of last letter. 

Cadder HA 

 



  

 

 
4.14 Vacant Properties 

 
When a property is vacated the appliances will be checked for safety, turned off 
and meter readings taken. Any defects or appliances that have been removed will 
be recorded. Prior to letting the property, the appliances will be inspected and a 
new safety certificate issued, and the meter reading taken. 
 
Following the inspection the a member of the Association’s staff will instruct the 
new tenant on how to operate the appliance. The instructions will be issued with 
the tenants pack on the date of sign up. 
 

4.15 Storage of Records 
 
The following records shall be maintained on file, with access only made available 
to authorised staff. 
 

 Safety records 

 Repair records 

 Quality control records 

 Complaints records 

 Operatives records 
 

4.16 Unsafe Situations 
 
Regulation 34 states:”the responsible person for any premises shall not use or 
permit to use a gas appliance at any time they know or has reason to suspect that 
it cannot be used without constituting a danger to any person”. Old flued 
appliances are generally considered to be of a higher risk than room sealed 
condensing and combi boilers. 
 
The responsible person means, the occupier, the owner of the premises or any 
person with authority for the time being to take appropriate action relating to any 
gas therein. 
 

 Within the meaning of the term “unsafe situation” there are three categories of risk 
that are used to identify the severity of any situation identified. 
 

4.16.1 Immediately dangerous 
 
Where an appliance or installation if left connected to the gas supply and used 
would cause an immediate danger to life or the property. 
 
Carry out the repair, if possible, if not disconnect the appliance and seal the 
pipework and attach a warning label, with the tenants permission, or 
 



  

 

Where permission is not granted, the emergency service provides must be notified 
ie Scotia Gas Networks 

 
4.16.2     At Risk 

 
Where an appliance or installation if left connected to the gas supply and used 
would cause a danger to life or the property. 
 
Action 
 
Carry out the repair, if possible, if not 
 
Disconnect the appliance and seal the pipework and attach a warning label, with 
the tenants permission, or 

 
4.16.3 Not to current standard 

 
These situations, when identified, need only be recorded and attended to when 
suitable. They do not pose danger to life or property. However, where two or more 
NCS faults are identified and they are of a flueing or ventilation nature, or a 
combination of both, then the situation becomes at risk. 
 
It the situations identified are immediately dangerous or at risk as the result of 
faulty workmanship then these may be RIDDOR reportable. 
 
Any Association member of staff who is aware of a gas leak must inform Scotia 
Gas Networks, unless definite proof of reporting is available. 
 
Appendix …… provides the steps to take when reporting an emergency. 
 

4.17 Tenants Responsibilities 
 
The tenant has obligations to fulfil under these regulations and Cadder HA will 
inform them of this fact by including a clause in the tenancy agreement. Regular 
information regarding gas safety issues will be provided to the tenants via the 
tenants handbook and newsletters.  
 
 
 

    Tenants must inform the landlord or managing agent if they suspect that the 
appliance or system is unsafe, it is a criminal offence to knowingly use an 
unsafe gas appliance. 

   Tenants must not attempt DIY on any gas appliance in relevant premises. 

   In an emergency the tenant must turn off the gas supply and inform Scotia Gas 
Networks 

 



  

 

4.18 Standards Targets and Performance Setting 
 
Cadder Housing Association will, in consultation with tenants set appropriate 
standards and targets in relation to Gas Safety Management. 
 
The following performance information will be collected and monitored. 
 

 Response times against target for each category of repair. 

 Work sheets signed by tenant against target. 

 Adherence to code of conduct by operatives. 

 Level of repeat visits. 

 Feedback from quality control audits. 

 Customer satisfaction with call centre. 
 
 

4.19 Staff and Committee Responsibilities 
 
All staff dealing with gas safety issues will be provided with training appropriate to 
their roles. The Management Committee will carefully monitor the performance on 
gas safety through regular reports and take corrective action when required. They 
will ensure that adequate resources are made available to carry out current best 
practice through staffing and budget provisions.  
 
Issues which all staff will receive training on are: 
 

 Carbon monoxide awareness. 

 Painting wooden casings on gas fires. 

 Painting metal casings on gas fires. 

 Receiving calls on gas leaks. 

 Ceiling fans in rooms with appliances. 

 Cooker stability brackets. 

 Core vents. 

 Outside meter boxes. 
 

 
 


